AMENDMENTS TO:
CANADA FLIGHT SUPPLEMENT (CFS) AND
CANADA WATER AERODROME SUPPLEMENT (CWAS)

This supplement concerns amendments to information for Vancouver Harbour Water Aerodrome (CYHC) in the Canada Water Aerodrome Supplement (CWAS) and Vancouver/ Harbour Public Heliport (CBC7), Vancouver Children's Hospital Heliport (CAK7), and Vancouver General Hospital Heliport (CBK4) in the Canada Flight Supplement (CFS).

Effective 14 September 2017, Vancouver Harbour Clearance Delivery ("Harbour Clearance") will be open only when required by traffic demand. If Clearance Delivery is open, this will be indicated on the automatic terminal information service (ATIS) message. If ATIS does not indicate that Clearance Delivery is open, departures must contact Vancouver Harbour Tower ("Harbour Tower") on 118.40 MHz on initial contact.

COMM Section will read:

CLNC DEL Vancouver Harbour 125.35 all dep acft ctc clnc del only if instructed to do so on ATIS.
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